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Mr. Chairman and Mambers of the Suboommittea r 

We are plearod to be here today to Qiekuai inventory management in 

the Department of Defen8e. We will discuss the data we are 

currently developing on overall DOD and Defense Logistircs Agency 

(DLA) inventory growth problems and summarize for all Ghe services 

and DLA what we have recently reported on in three areas: (1) the 

accuracy of inventory records, (2) the effectiveness of research to 

identify the causes of inventory discrepancies, and (3) the 

physical protection of DOD assets. 

Overall, we believe that the growth in inventories has exacerbated 

a long history of inventory management problems within the military 

8erviCe8 and DLA. We are reporting on these problems and are 

recommending corrective actions which DOD says it will generally 

implement. 

Still, in an upcoming era of constrained Defense budgets, DOD is 

going to have to make tough trade-off decisions.on weagon systems, 

force structure, and manpower, while at the same time maintaining 

readiness. More efficient inventory management should result in 

reduced inventories, which could free Defense dollars for other 

areas without reducing readiness. 
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BACKGROUND ’ 

. 

In May 4986, we reported to the Chairman of the Senate Armed 

Services Committoe@ Task Force on DOD Inventory Management that 

there was a wide range of DOD inventory management problems.1 

Because we found problems at all 30 locations we visited, we 

considered our findings representative of DOD inventory management 
. 

problems. However, within the scope of that effort we could not 

identify the magnitude of the problems, the causes, and the 

corrective actions needed. As a result, we have been taking a more 

detailed look at several aspects of DOD inventory management and 

reporting on them. 

MAGNITUDE OF DOD SUPPLY SYSTEM 

To support its weapon systems, base operations, and other 

activities, DOD’s supply system contains an estimated 4.8 million 

different items. DOD estimates its total inventory of secondary 

items, such as spare and repair parts and supplies at $162 billion. 

At the wholesale ~w~~--DoD supply depots and storage sites-the 

latest data shows inventories of over $95 billion. T&e is no b 

comparable supply system anywhere. While the sheer magnitude makes 

it a challenge to manage, the magnitude also makes it ,imperative to 

have good management to promote efficient and effective operations, 

l Inven tory Management x Problems in Accountability and Security of 
DOD Supply Inventories (GAO/NSIAD=86=106BR, May 23, 1986). 
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support military millions, and protcpct the inventories from fraud, 

Walt@, and abure. 

LONG-STANDING PROBLEMS PERSIST 

Over the years there have been numerous reports by us and DOD audit 

agencies which reported on various DOD supply system problems. 

Such reports have led to congressional concern and DOD actions. 

For example t 

-- In 1981, the Congress investigated large increases in the 

value of inventory adjustments at naval supply centers- 

from $67 million in fiscal year 1978 to $504 million in 

fiscal year 1981. The investigation and later hearings in 

February 1982 established that the large increases were 

symptomatic of serious inventory management deficiencies, 

e.g., lack of management concern and accountability and 

ineffective physical inventory controls.2 

2House Armed Services Committee, Subcommittee on Readiness (1) 
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. 
I standards for upgrading inventory records accuracy. 

A- In April 1983@  follow-up hearings were held on the m ilitary 

supply systems inventory-ccm trol problems.3 A :t that tim e, 

we reported that the Navy had 73 initiatives, Eomp!leted or 

ongoing, designed to improve physical inventory controls . 
and records accuracy. However, we also reported that the 

m agnitude and impact of the inventory accuracy problems in 

the Army, Air Force, and DLA were m uch greater than DOD 

previously recognized.4 DOD, at that tim e, wa:s developing 

a physical inventory improvem ent plan that called for a 

series of actions through fiscal year 1985 intended to 

identify improvem ents needed in policies, procedures, and 

-- During the period from  August 1983 through Septem ber 1984, 

the DOD Inspector General and the service audit groups 

perform ed a defense-wide audit to respond to supply system  

problems identified by the Congress. In August 1985, the 

DOD Inspector General reported that DOD and its com ponents 

were responding to the congressional criticism ; however, 

som e procedures needed to be refined or revised, and the 

3House Armed Services Com m ittee, Subcom m ittee on Readiness, 
Progress M ade by the Navy in Improving Physical Inventory Controls 

?APr. 271 1983). 

and Impact of Physical Invdntory 
y,~-Alif-P6i%‘iB-;“-ari& Defense Logis$ics Agency 

4NaW8 Progress In Improving Physical InM ntory Controls and the 
M agnitude, Causes, and Impact of Inventory Record Inaccuracies in 
the Army, Air Force, and Defense Logistics Agency (GAG/NSIAD-84-9, 
Nov. 4, 1983) . 
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execution of others was still aeriourly deficiant. For 

oxample, methods used to ralect CIteme to be inventoried did 

not meet DOD policy, and causative research did not 

identifying and correcting causes of inventory 

discrepancies. 5 . 

In January 1986, DOD revised its 1982 S-year improvement plan to 

address specific inventory-management problems. After, we issued 

our report in May 1986, DOD identified, for the first time, 

inventory controls as a DOD-wide concern in its annual Federal 

4’ 
;,Managers’ Financial Integrity Acy”report to the President and the 

Congress.6 In October 1987, DOD again revised its 5-year 

improvement plan to address the issues we have been re,porting on. 

INVENTORY CROWTH HAS 

INCREASED PROBLEMS 

DOD’s supply-system problems and congressional concerns are not 

unique to the 1980s~-rather, their roots go back to the 1960s and 

19708. The recent large-scale military buildup, however, has added 
1, 

to previous problems. For example, the value of DOD’s wholesale 

inventory of secondary items--such as repair parts, supplies, and 

clothing--has grown substantially- from $48 billion in fiscal year 

5Defen8e-wide Audit of Physical Inventory ,Adjustmentsd Office of 
the Inspector General, Department ot Defense (Aug. 16,, 1985). 

6Department of Defense Annual Statement of Assurance for Fiscal 
Year 1986 (Dec. 30, 1986) . 
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1981 to over $95 bilLion today. Batwean UN1 and the beginning of 

fiscal year 1987 almost all of the Igrowth, occurred fn four areas . 

-- Aircraft components and parts grew $31.2 billion (181 

percent increase). 

-- Ship and submarine parts grew $7.1 billion (1,086 percent). 

-- Construction, industrial, and general supplies grew $3.7 

billion (211 percent). 

-- Oncategorized minor equipment, material, and supplies grew 

$3.6 billion (121 percent). 

According to DOD, the growth primarily resulted from increased 

costs and the need to support its large weapon systems 

modernization program. However, the growth can also be attributed 

in part to other reasons. For example, the lead times- necessary to 

procure inventories haV8 lengthened for several reasons. 

Administrative lead time has increased to compensate for DOD and 

congressional initiatives to expand competition. Longer lead times b 

result in larger inventory investment to support syste#ns during 

this period. DOD estimates that an average day of its procurement 

lead time may add up to $40 million to the budget. 
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While DOD’8 readinerr and surtainability m fsslonr al)d b&38 require 

it to m ain$FAn a certain level of inventpry, thrro &e[indicators 

that DOD’8 inventory growth m ey be r88ulting in 8Ub8ta&tial 

invertm ent beyond that needed by the 8etrvices to meet iheir 

m issione. These indicators are 

-- a significant increase in the amount of inventory excess to 

requir8m ents; 

-- DOD m ay be buying too m uch too early to support the newer, 

m ore sophisticated weapon systems; and 

-- DOD’s warehouses are filled to capacity, resulting in its 

relaxing its policy of not disposing of any item  supporting 

a system  still being used. 

Excess items 

In January 1987, we rsport8d that excess inventory levels in the 

Air Force were growing.7 For the l-year period 8ndingj M arch 31, 

1986, the Air Force@8 on-hand and on-order excess aircraft spare 
b 

parts had increased from  $3.4 billion to $9.4 billion. As a 

percentage of total inventory, the excesses grew from  9.6 percent 

to 25.1 percent. The $9.4 billion figurs was developed jointly by .’ 

7 Air Force Budnet t Potential for Reducing Requirem entis and Funding 
for Aircraft s~XXi37~lXiii-4Biian. rs;-rva/3:. 
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GAO ant! the. Air Force Logirrtic8 Comamnd and we8 condx~d with by 

DOD in Commenting on the report. h February 1988, t& Air Force 

reported that the $9.4 billion mount included prerioully 
I 

undetected Air Force errors and that $5.9 billion was b mora / / 
accurate figure for on-hand and on-order spare parts i)l. excess of 

requiromsnts as of March 31, 1986. 

In August 1987, we reported that the Air Force was terminating less 

than 3 percent of its contracts for on-order recoverable aircraft 

spares, which it subsequently found exceeded requirements. we 

recommended actions to improve its termination process*8 In 

February 1988, we reported that the value of contracts for on- 

order spares exceeding requirements had grown since our 1987 

report, but that actions taken or planned by the Air Force should 

improve the effectiveness of its efforts to terminate puch 

contracts.9 For the year ended March 31, 1987, the to’tal value of 

contracts, valued at $1 million or more as validated by the Air 

Force, for on-order spares exceeding requirements increased from 

$675.7 million to $972.6 million. However, the Air Force had 

terminated $126.8 million, or 13 percent, of the $972.!6 million. 

8Military Procurement: Air Force Should Terminate Mot+ Contracts 
for On-Order Excess Spare Parts (GAO/NSfAD-8/-141, Augj. 12, 19m . 

.' 
QAir Force Budget: Potential for Reducing Requirements and Funding 
for Aircraft Spares (GAO/NSIAD-880QOBR, Feb. 18, 1988)‘. 
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According to Air Force officials, the increase in conttact 

terminations .was attributable to renewed empharrir caue$d by 

continuing congres&onal and GAO intereat. These offi&$als also l 

advised UI that terminations would increase even more significantly 

when policy and procedural revisions being made in response to our 

1987 report recommendations were implemented. In this regard, the 

Air Force had developed and planned to begin using a software 

package, based on a formula we had recommended, which would assist 

in identifying cost-effective terminations. 

1 In our current analysis of DOD’s overall inventory growth, we found 

that for all of DOD the amount of secondary items identified as 

excess has grown almost 200 percent’ between fiscal years 1981 and 

1987.10 These excesses were valued at $29.5 billion, up from $10.2 

billion in 1981. 

While excesses can develop as items become obsolete because new 

weapon systems are f ieldsd, there are indications that too much was 

bought to support new weapon systems. This is a difficult area to 

manage and needs continuing attention. 

lOExcesses are identified when analysis shows that the’ are in 
“long-supply, W i .e . , that they exceed known requiremen t s. Dollar 
figures are as of the beginning of the fiscal year. 
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Support of n*w rurtenr . 

Thera is uncertainty about what is needed to support the newur, 

more sophisticated weapon systems being fielded today. As a 

result, DOD may be buying too much too early, which contributes to 

inventory growth. Initially, the amount of repair parts needed are 

estimated and usually provided with the systems when they are 

fielded. In May 1986, we reported that repair parts inventories in 

Europe became too large for Army units to manage effectively--most 

parts were not needed to support the weapon systems in their first 

2 years of fielding. Army units in Europe later returned 70 to 80 

portent of these repair parts as excess to Army depots in the 

United States. Army officials told us that they bought too much 

because they did not have the engineers needed to adequately assess 

what the contractors said was needed to support the systems. 

We also found early buys of large quantities of parts for the B-1B 

aircraft. The cost of spares purchased through fiscal year 1986 

for the B-1B totaled about $2.3 billion. The Air For+ acquired 

the spares under a concept called “expanded advance buy,” which 
b 

involves procuring combined initial and replenishmentispares in 

quantities anticipated to be needed to support the aircraft for 4 

years. The Air Force expected cost savings of about 4150 million ,’ 
by enabling contractors to reduce production and administrative 

costs. 
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towever, because of the high degree of concurrent development and 

production on the B-lB, an increased risk of unstable syrtems and 

obsolete parts existed. The B-1B defensive avionics system is 

unstable and will require extensive modification over lthe next 

several years. As a result, some portion of the spare’ parts 

procured for this system (over $740 million as of March 1988) will 

likely become obsolete and require either modification or disposal. 

For those items that the services ask DLA to stock in support of 

new weapon sy8tem8, DLA data shows that on average there is no 

demand for 56 percent of these’ items during the first 2 years after 

a system is fielded and no demand for 44 percent during the first 3 

years. In the 4- to 6-year range, there is still no demand for 

about 35 percent of the items. 

Warehouses filled to capacity 

In December 1986, DOD notified the services and DLA thist warehouses 

were almost filled to capacity. Data showed that DOD karehouses 

were filled at the 88-percent level, with several large depots 

filled much higher. As of June 1987, the level filled! had 

increased to over 90 percent. According to DOD, when Farehouses 

are filled above 85 percent, depot efficiency and prodbctivity : 
suffer. A8 a result, DOD relaxed its requirement to retain all 

items held to support weapon systems currently in the ‘inventory. 
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However, ths urvber 1I)Avs responded that thay will generally still 

retain these .$tema. They also said’ that nsany of their’inactive or 

slow-aroving itelar are being moved out of their depot8 to other 

rtorago 8i tea around the country. Ths original retention policy 

was required because DOD found that it was disposing of spare parts 

for some syst8ms and then buying them later, often at much higher 

prices. 

While large inventories should enable the supply systems to provide 

military units with what they need, the question is whether this 

can be done more economically and efficiently. Overcrowdsd 

warshouses make it more difficult to properly store and locate 

inventories. 

DOD statistics in figures I.1 and X.2 show that while ,the 

warehouses have been filling up, customer demand8 peaked at 31.8 

million in fiscal year 1984 and have since decreased to 28.4 

million. Meanwhile, wholesale level stock availability (how often 

demands for items are filled with stock-on-hand) ranged from about 

84 to 87 percent. 
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DOD ?tat&br' in"tigueo f.3 choir th8t with w lmgraealp 
inventory incroa888 8fnce fiacrl year 1990, th8 i&y*8 and mwy’cr 

wholoulo 1~01 rtockr availability iaprw8d 8Oawhat while DLA’8 

droppod 8lightly. 

Figure I.3 also shows that stock availability in the Air Force and 

Marines decroaoed significantly. According to DOD, this was 

because ( 1) the Air Force has moved many itema to th+ user level 
l 

which decreased demands on the wholesale level and (8) the Marinea 

have transferred most consumable items to DLA and no6 manage mostly 

reparables. 

DLA’s inventory growth *- 

DLA’s inventory of secondary items, excluding fual, is valued at $9 

billion and its depots were filled at the 92 percent~level as of 
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Juno 1987. Frcm the end of fi8cal year 1981 to th& &d of f’i8aal 

y8ar 1987, tha valua of DLA’8 fnmntery uw8 than dkubld frbm $4.1 

billion lx+ '$9 billian,ll and th8 numbor of aockod ctnr. increaud 

by 44 percent to 1.93 mtllfon. *MOt8OV8t, at tb 8fkd Of fi8cal y@at 

1987, 37 p8rc8nt of DLA’8 inventory, or about $3.3 @illion, wa8 

8xC.88 to it8 amrating and war ro8ecve requiron8ntC. 

Figure8 I. 4 and I.5 8h0w that (1) during the pi8t 8 fiscal years, 

the ni&mb8r of annul cu8tomor demands, excluding mtbsirtence item8, 

ranged from about 20 to 23 million par year, and (2) during the 

sam period 8upply availability deCr888ed 8lightly from a high of 

91 percent to 88 p8rcent. 

40 

Y 

llThe $9 billion represents $7.4 billion in 1981 dollars. 
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At tha and of fisc81 year 1987, DLA reportad that it had not 

received any dmandu during the last 12 or 24 months for 814,146 

(almost 42 parcent) of its itoas. Stock@ of theso w-demand items 

wore valued at $1.56 billion. 

An internal DLA study attributed the inventory. growth, oxcluding 

that duo to inflation, primarily to the following factors: 

1. Customers (mainly the services) order and rece$ve large 

amounts of material from DLA that they later d+clare WCC~SB 

to their nemds and subsequently return to DLA &pots. 

2. R8ceipts of new material from proourement excehd sales to 

customers. 

16 



3. The trqnsfor of consumable items for stockage and management 

to DLA from the services’ inventories. 

. 
We havo just completed a general analysis of the growth due to 

these factors and the following sections discuss our tentative 

findings. 

Customer returns of DLA material 

DOD established its “Material Returns Program” to allow its 

customers- primarily the military servic+s --to return to the supply 

system those items that they ordered but do not need. Between the 

beginning of fiscal year 1981 and the end of fiscal ye:ar 1987, 

DLA’s inventory increased $2.6 billion, due to material returned by 

customers to its depots. These returns, which amount to about 29 

percent of DLA’s current $9 billion inventory, have created a great 

deal of additional work at the depots, which have to receive, 

identify, and store the material. For e.xample, in fiscal year 1987 

the depots processed almost 1.2 million shipping and receiving 

documents for customer returns involving items valued at $440 

million. According to DLA, the returns involved more :than 50 

percent of the depots’ receipts, based on the receipt -documents 

processed. 

17 



Another concern with the rcrturns ir that cu8tomarr nt;;urnfng itwns 

Only got full credit for th8 itasr mturnsd if DLA ne#d# them. DLA 

statistics’ ihow that customers receive credit8 for on$y 45 percent 

of the material &turned and also pay ths transportatfon costs. 

Therefore, the services are losing large amounts of o&rations and 

maintenance fund8 for the items thsy buy and return fcir no credit. 

Figure I.6 shows customer returns of $3.35 billion over the past 11 

fiscal yearm. Returns increased moderately until fiscal years 1982 

and 1983 when there were large increases of over $100 million per 

year. Returns than remained at the now high level. 
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Figure I.7 oSlowe 
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A DLA study included an analysis of what the services, later 

reordered and, as shown in figure X.8, found that ovevall, .’ 
customers that returned the items reordded 19 percent of the same 

item8 within 1 year of their return. 
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Figure 1.8: AM~ysis of Post Ruturn Shi&mmnts by S&ice 

service 

Air Rxce 

Navy 

Marine8 

Other 

Ibtal 

42,064 4.4 44,458 

76,136 4.4 81,052 

47,258 4.2 53,554 

6,000 .4 6,436 

2,133 2 A 2,245 

aNumber of different items. 

First Guartur ,FY 1987 Returns FY 1987 Shimts 

Ouantity Nuber of 
Itemsa roturnd 
- (mm) 

returns 
Quantity r?uf#er of 

Itamea return4 nprns 
(-1 

9,607 2.0 23,288 

10,651 1.5 22,231 

11,136 3.1 40,699 

1,111 .l 2,353 

475 .3 3,395 

z&4 

mrcmt 
-1 

22.8 

14.0 

23.6 

18.5 

22.3 

ilu 

In order to better manage the “Material Returns Program” DLA 

identified the top 100 organizations by service that ware returning 

and shortly thereafter reordering the same items. DLA: sent the top 

10 in each service a letter bringing this matter to their attention 
b 

and asked them to do a better job of ordering and returning 

material in the future. The respondents cited a myria4 of problems 

causing the overordering and returning of items. For example, the 

respondents said that oftentimes DLA sends a substitute for the 

item ordered, and the services’ systems do not recognite it as a 

substitute, so the item is returned to DLA. The respondents also 

20 



maid that the magnitude of their returns may pot have been as large 

a8 the DLA data indicated. 

. Roc8iptr of new material exceed sales 

From the beginning of fiscal year 1981 through fiscal year 1987, 

DLA’s inventory grew $1.8 billion because receipts of new material 

from vendors exceeded sales to its customers. While part of the 

inventory increase resulted from decreased customer demands for 

material, much of the increase resulted from buying items that 

ended up excess to requirements even before they were delivered to 

DLA’ s depots. Also contributing to the over-procurement problem 

are large quantity buys of items --called life-of-type buys--made 

because the sole-source manufacturers are going to quit making the 

I terns. Finally, part of DLA@s inventory growth can be attributed 

to increases in procurement lead time and safety level 

requirements. 

Excess stocks on-order 
b 

At the beginning of fiscal year 1984, DLA supply centers had a 

total of $289 million in excess on-order items. In January 198’4, 

we recommended that DLA establish controls for monitor;ing and 

evaluating item manager performance in canceling unneeded on-order 
.- 
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material.12 Although DLA has implemented some automatid monitoring 

procedures, 'its records show that the total value of 8~~8~8 items 

on order is still over $450 million as shown in figure 1.9. 

. 

Figure 1.9: Value of Excess on Order 

End of Fiscal Year 
DLA Supply Center 

---%o--w----~~fn thousand’p 1987 w--v-*IIIIIIIIIII- 

Industrial S 45,635 $ 72,500 S 89,274 S 82,012 

General 23,900 34,052 44,693 39,796 

Construction 29,587 36,642 58,608 34,822 

Electronics 48,041 99,991 110,359 81,649 

Personnel - 
Medical 21,834 22,334 31,562 56,059 

Personnel - 
Clothing 

Total 

150,267 170,984 199,210 163,000 

S S S S 

Procurements of unneeded material occur as a result of (1) 

decreased demand patterns, (2) human error, or (3) because 

contractors impose minimum production requirements. For example t b 

-- In October 1985, DLA purchased 210,000 bottles of baby 

aspirin based on an initial quarterly demand forecast of 

44,200 bottles, as provided by the’ services’ ektimates. 
t- 

12Defense Logistics Agency Could Better Identity and Cbncel 
Unn*eded On-order Material (CAO/NtiAD-84-42, January 10, 1984). 
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The demand did not materialize, and in September 1987, the 

computer generated a cancellation reoommendation for 24,577 

-- As of August 1987, DLA’s records showed that it had a 220 

bottles valued at about $8,100. Since the co&tact was 

already awarded, no effort was made to evaluatb if the 

contract should be cancelled ( for example, would DLA have 

to pay termination costs) because the item manager believed 

demand would eventually materialize. 

In July 1987, DLA computed a buy requirement for 864 

bottles of Naproxen tablets. However, the contract was 

erroneously awarded for a quantity of 6,751 bottles, due to 

a computer input error. The item manager failed to take 

corrective action to an October 1987 cancellation 

recommendation. After we discussed this matteir with 

responsible DLA officials, the contract was reduced ( at no 

cost to the government) from 6,751 bottles to the proper 

quantity of 864 bottles for a savings of $1,050,000. 

year supply of bubonic plague vaccine on hand valued at 

$4.4 million. The sole-source vendor has established a 

minimum annual production quantity of 66,000 units (valued 

at about $780,000), even though only 16,895 units are used 

annually. As a result, the item will always be in an 
<- 

overprocurement status. DLA officials said that about 75 

percent of the annual vaccine procurement is eventually 
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thrown away due to its ll-month shelf life; ho@ver, they 

continued to buy the item to maintain an acti? production 

baoe. We intend looking into this matter fur$hsr to see if 

there ia a better way to provide for the plague vaccine, if 

it is needed. 

DLA’s over-procurements will continue to be a problem for DLA until 

it does a better job of determining its requirements and canceling 

excess stocks on order, once they are known. 

Life-of-type buys 

Often sole source defense manufacturers stop producing parts needed 

to support the services’ weapons systems. As a reeul t, DOD 

established the Diminishing Manufacturing Source ProgrUam to 

minimize the impact of production termination. The program is to 

ensure the continued availability of needed spare parts to support 

current and future requirements. For example, under this program, 

DLA’s Electronics Supply Center has some 6,140 electrdnics items 

valued at nearly $300 million, center officials told :us that two- b 
thirds of these items have quantities substantially in excess of 

estimated future requirements. 

The Diminishing Manufacturing Source Program requires ‘DOD program 

managers faced with the loss of a supplier to 

24 



-- encourage the existing source to ~wntinuo pro&ction, 

-- find another sourceI 

-- find a substitute, 

Mm redefine military specifications and consider buying from a 

commercial source, 

-- buy sufficient quantities to insure continued ,production 

and suppliers’ profitability until such time a,s the stock 

on-hand is sufficient to support all future requirements, 

or 

-- make a life-of-type buy. 

Center officials also told us that often the above alternatives to 

a life-of-type buy could not be done because the services’ advance 

notice of a supplier discontinuing production was less’ than the 6 

months needed to explore the alternatives. 
b 

As a result, a life-of-type buy is quickly initiated to guarantee 

an assured stock for future support of the services’ weapons 

systems without assurance the quantities to be bought will be 
.- 

needed. 
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The Center has made life-of-type buys of spare parts t& support the 

newer4; more sophisticated weapons systems being field* today. Of 

the 6,140 life-of-type it8lB8, 2,077 are ussd on 402 different 

weapon systems. There are 8,637 applications for the88 items since 

they can be and are used in multiple weapons systems. Figure I.10 

shows the number of life-of-type items for some of the new8r 

weapons systems 

Figure 1.10: Life-of-type Items For Selected Weapons Systems 

Weapon system 

M-l Tank 
B-1B Bomber 
B-l support equipment 
E-3A AWACS Aircraft 
F-14A Aircraft 
F-15 Aircraft 
F-15 aircraft support 

equipment 
F/A-18 Aircraft 
MX misoile 
Trident (and Poseidon) 

Submarines 

Number of 
life-of-type items 

335 
45 
47 
87 
92 

144 
51 
26 

1,080 

The Center's status reports as of October 27, 1987, shw that many 

of the life-of-type items in stock are excess to th8 services' 

requirements. Figure I.11 shows a breakdown of the estimated years 

of stock on hand based on past demand for the items. 
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Figure I. 11: Life-of-Type Itsms stock Status 

Number of Value 
different items j in millibns) 

O-10 2,603 
10.1-25 1,464 
25.1-50 832 . 50.1. & over 

Total 

aAccording to DLA, only 4,400 of these items were actually bought 

$ 71.4’ 
121.9: 

37.6 
65.0 

because enough stock was already on hand for the other items. 

As a worst case example, the Center made a life-of-type buy in 1984 

of a die used in the manufacturer of four different hybrid circuits 

on the F-14A aircraft. It is one of nine different dies involved 

in this life-of-type buy. The Center's current status report shows 

it has 52,628 of the dies on-hand, valued at over $2.4 million--a 

13,157 year supply. 

In this case the Navy’s Aviation Supply Office found out in April 

1984 that the supplier was going to quit making the die but did not 

notify DLA until June 1984. When notified, DLA had less than 10 

days to make the purchase, which it did based on the quantity the b 

Navy asked it to buy. 
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Increamd proowemmnt lead time 

and rrafaty love1 reauiramants . 

Part of DLA's inventory growth is due to increased proFurement lead 

times and safety level requirements. Procurement lead; time 

includes both administrative lead time rrquired to awabd a contract . 
and the production lead time, which is the time b8twW$ the 

contract award and receipt of the items at the depot skorage 

activity. The safety level provides for additional it@ms in the 

event that abnormal delays are experienced in the deliwery of 

supplies to the depot. While procurement lead time and safety 

level requirements have grown substantially, supply availability 

rates (how often demanda for items are filled with on hand stock) 

have decreased slightly. The DLA supply centers that GAO visited 

(Electronics, Construction, and Medical commodities) eetimate that 

each day of procurement lead time equates to a combined inventory 

investment of $5.7 million. 

Figure I.12 provides a breakdown of the increases in procurement 

lead time and safety level requirements for each DLA commodity. 
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onmstruction 

Electronics 

General 

Dndllstrfal 

HDdiCal 

SlbSiStWk~ 

lbXtil8 

DLA A-rage 

z$g 
488 

451 

443 

511 

316 

148 

500 

408 

DsYS of rsupplv Rmqu- 
Increase (Dsareass) 

Procurem0nt Safety 
LnadTiare &!?!s 

17 76 

25 15 

29 52 

108 32 

(54) 3 

21 5 

125 13 
39 28 

“Total days of procurement lead times and safety levels at the end 

of FY 1987. 

lbtal 

93 

40 

81 

140 

(51) 

26 

138 

67 

In December 1986 the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) noted 

that procurement lead times had increased dramatically over the 

last few years throughout DOD. He further noted that unnecessary 

lead times waste scarce defense dollars and degrade rebdiness. The 

Under Secretary directed that lead time requirements should be 

reduced approximately 25 percent by the end of fiscal aear 1988. 

The DLA Director, in July 1987, established goals for reducing 

procurement lead times and safety levels for each supply center. 
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In total, DLA expects to reduce their average procur8m & nt lead tim e 

from  320 da& at the end of fiscal year 1987 to an avekage of 295 

days by the end of fiscal year 1988. Safety level rmq+nents, 

however, will rem ain about the same. According to DLAi 

adm inistrative lead tim e accounts for about 80 percent of the 

procurem ent lead time and the rem aining 20 percent is production 

lead tim e. 

Our current work indicates that production lead tim e e+tim ates are 

som etim es based on historical experience rather than current 

estim ates from  suppliers. We beli8ve DLA contracting officers 

should routinely ask supplisrs for the earliest possibte delivery 

schedules, rather than placing orders for supplies based.on prior 

experience. For exam ple : 

-- In August 1986, the Defense Construction Supply Center 

awarded a contract for 280 chain hoists to be delivered 

within 180 days of the contract award date. Based on the 

current ,dem and forecast, ths Center m aintains an inventory 

of 43 hoists valued at about $28,000 to satisfv expected 
b 

dem ands over the 1800day production lead tim e plus a safety 

level of 52 hoists. We contacted the supplier’ and were 

inform ed that if they had been requested to do! so, the 

hoists could have been delivered within 60 or SO days of 
c 

the contract award date. The s&plier stated that the item  

is com m ercially available and as such only m inor painting 
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and DLA labeling is required beforo delivery. ; Tharofore, 

if the Supply Cgnter had based its requfrmm$ 

dotermination on current delivery ertirarrt88 raithor than 

prior experience, their investment in lead ti* stocks 

could have been reduced by about 50 percent. 

Having discussed inventory growth and, more specifically some 
/ 
i . preliminary data from our current analysis of DLA’s intentory 

growth, I would now like to summarize our recent repor’ts which 

addressed inventory accuracy, causative research to dertereine why 

there are inventory discrepancies and physical security.13 

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD CRITERIA E'OR 

MEASURINC AND REPORTING INVENTORY ACCURACY 

Because of the large defense inventories and volume of 

transactions--such as receipts and issues and other adjustments to 

inventory records --DOD inventory records are constantly changed, 

and the inventories also experience significant' "gainsp and 

"108888." If you have more inventory than you think yau have, 

improper management decisions are made because new stocks are 
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ordered before they are needed. If you have less inventory on hand 

than your r&cords show, you may n& be able to adequately 

accomplish your mission. In addition, inventories arei susceptible 

to waste or fraud without detection when records do not accurately 

reflect what is in the warehouse. Therefore, management needs an 

effective way of identifying inventory accuracy proble@s, measuring 

their severity, and determining reasons for the inventory 

inaccuracies and the corrective actions needed. 

REPORTED INVENTORY ACCURACY 

DATA IS INACCURATE 

We found that reported inventory accuracy data did not reflect 

actual inventory accuracy for three reasons. 

1. DOD policies allowed some inaccuracies not to be 

reported and/or not included in calculating inventory 

accuracy. 

2. The services sometimes took actions which just made 

reported inventory accuracy look better without 

contributing to improved management. 

3. On the other hand, the basis f6r DOD invenitory accuracy 

reporting tends to make accurkcy look worsb than it 

actually is because of a trend for DOD to do more 
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inventories directed at inveotigating a known problem, 

‘rather than the invmtories being represen$ative of 

overall inventory condition. 

To get an independent, representative assessment of inventory 

accuracy, we conducted and reported on our own statistfcally-valid 

sample inventories and calculated three indexes of ackacy. 

Because we used a projectable sample, we were also able to analyze 

our sample results by categories, such as dollar-value or item 

type. 

Regor ted inventory 

accuracy data 

DOD’s Inventory Control Effectiveness (ICE) Report is Drepared 

quarterly and annually and contains data on the services’ and DLA’s 

inventories, including inventory value and measures of inventory 

accuracy. One measure, the “gross monetary adjustment rate,” shows 

the relationship of the value of gross inventory adjustments (gains 

and losses) to both average inventory value and the value of l 

mater ial inventor ied. In fiscal year 1987, DOD’ 8 overall1 inventory 

accuracy was reported as 97.6 percent based on total agerage 

inventory value and 95.4 percent based on the value of ‘items 

inventoried. (In fiscal year 1987, DOD inventoried 53 ‘percent of 
,- 

its inventory value, up slightly from 50 percent in fiscal year 

1986.) 
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The reported inaccuracy rate based on the ;value of itebm 

inventoried has declined somewhat from 3.3 percent in fiscal year 

1984 to 5.2 percent in fiscal year 1986 and 4.6 percenb in fiscal 

year 1987. 

The increasing adjustment rate reflects the growing numbers of 

unscheduled inventories--inventories done to investigate known 

problems. While a large number of unscheduled inventories arel by 

themselves, indicators of inventory problems, such inventories 

would tend to show lower accuracy rates. 

The monetary adjustment rates can be inaccurate indicators of 

inventory accuracy for several other reasons. In addition to 

normal updates for receipts and issues, inventory recotds also 

experience many changes as the services and DLA adjust; them on the 

basis of physical inventories. In addition, DOD allows adjustments 

to inventory records to be wreversedw when prior adjustments can be 

used to explain the variances. Although the dollar vapue of 

reversals is reported to DOD, it is excluded in the computation of 

gross monetary adjustment rates and, therefore, management is not 

using all available data to identify potential inventoky management 

problems. Including reported reversals in total inventory 

adjustments lowers the overall DOD monetary accuracy rbte in fiscal 

year 1986 from 94.8 to 86.9 percent based on value of $tems 

inventor led. 
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Another m easure of inventory accuracy required to be reported in 

the ICE report is “inventory records accuracy.a The aocuracy of 

inventory records- how often a record and a physrical cougt agree- 

are reported by the services and DLA to be in the 800 to 950percent 

range. 

Although records accuracy rates are an important m ea8ure of 

inventory accuracy, they do not by them 8elves show the extent to 

which the records are inaccurate. For exam ple , although a record 

showing 100 units in stock is inaccurate if the actual stock on 

hand is anything less than 100 units, it is important to know 

whether the on-hand stock is 1 unit or 99 units. To get this type 

of evaluative inform ation, quantity accuracy has to be m easured. 

DOD does not currently m easure quantity accuracy but it is m oving 

in that direction. 

In January 1988 we recom m ended that the Secretary of Dsfense 

address these concerns by developing a com prehensive policy on 

inventory m anagem ent and m easuring inventory accuracy,’ addressing 

such areas as (1) the adequacy of the Inventory Control 

E ffectiveness Report for m anagem ent oversight, and (2)’ elim inating 

the practice of reversing prior inventory adjustm ents.~ While DOD 

official8 have generally concurred we have’not yet received a 

form al response. 
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is questionible 
. 

In addition to the above concerns on reported inventory accuracy 

data, we found several service practices that were further 

inhibiting the reporting of correct inventory accuracy data. In 

response to our reports the services are taking corrective actions. 

For example, at the Army’s Tank Automotive Command, some inventory 

adjustments were not being reported. Army personnel sometimes 

concluded that a current inventory adjustment was not a problem, 

and therefore not reportable, by going back several years in the 

inventory records to “reverse” prior transactions or adjustments. 

This was contrary to DOD policy and to good management practice. 

Our review of 15 adjustments, each valued at over $20,000, that the 

Command processed in October 1986 showed that 8 were improperly 

resolved by reversing old transactions. As an example, an October 

1986 physical inventory at the Army’s New Cumberland ddpot revealed 

a shortage of 11 truck axle assemblies, each costing $i1,066. 

Rather than recording this as an inventory loss of $12$,726, the 

Command ostensibly resolved the loss by partially reveqsing a June 

1980 gain of 25 axles. This action assumed that the 1980 gain 

transaction and later inventories were erroneous, even : though such 

a gain would not have been posted to the records unlesi it had been 
t- 

verified by three counts. Such resolutions were not even reported 

by the Command as nrevarsals.W Rather, they were treated as 
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aaccounting errors” and were never considwmd dn asresbing 

inventory acduracy. More importantly, no emphasis was; given to 

determining why the inventory was short 11 axle asseab&ies. On 

February 25, 1988, the Command issued a directive statling that 

inventory adjustments should not be reversed. The Command also 

informed us that accounting adjustments are being studled. 

At the Norfolk Naval Supply Center, in addition to using old 

transactions to resolve current discrepancies, the Center also 

overstated the value of items physically inventoried, which made 

its inventory accuracy look better than it was. Specifically, 

Supply Center officials included the results of quarterly routine 

maintenance checks on a small number of high-value items-F-14 

engines--as though they were physical inventories. Since such 

i terns are closely controlled, their inventory records are highly 

accurate. However, by counting these engines four times in a 

single year in the value of the items inventoried (the denominator 

of the inventory accuracy statistic), the inventory accuracy rate 

was artificially increased during the reporting period. For 

example, in fiscal year 1986, engine maintenance checks accounted 

for $1.06 billion, or 27 percent of the total value of: items 

inventoried. Effective October 1, 1987, the Naval Supply Systems 

Command directed that this practice be discontinued. 
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scheduled versus unscheduled 

inventorios 

Scheduled inventories are routinely done as an internal control. 

In addition, unscheduled inventories are done to investigate a 

suspected or known problem. A growing trend of unscheduled 

inventories is, in itself, an indication of inventory accuracy 

problems. For example, at the Army’s New Cumberland Depot 

unscheduled inventories have grown from 60 percent of all 

inventories in fiscal year 1984 to over 90 percent in fiscal year 

1986. At the Norfolk Naval Supply Center they grew from 63 percent 

to 75 percent during this same period. Overall, DOD estimates that 

of approximately 2.6 million inventories conducted annually, more 

than 75 percent are on known or suspected variances. 

GAO STATISTICAL SAMPLES 

OF INVENTORY ACCURACY 

Because of reporting and accuracy problems and the groping trend 

for the services and DLA to do more unscheduled inventbries 

directed at examining a particular problem, the reported inventory 

accuracy data were not representative of actual conditions. 

There fore, to get an independent assessment of inventoty accuracy, 

we physically inventoried statistically sampled items st one major 

depot or supply center in the Army, Navy, and DLA. Since the Air 
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Force, to its credit, already performs  an annual umple inventory 

at each of its Air Logistics Centers, we did not duplidate its 

effort. We do, however, have som e concerns about its hthodology 

and subsequent reported results. The Navy has also b8dun 

implementing a statistical-sam ple m ethodology, but it is too soon 

to evaluate its results. Also, in response to our reports, the 

Army and DLA will now require an inventory sam ple to provide 

m anagem ent a m ore representativg view of inventory accuracy. 

Results of GAO sample 

We used the results of our sam ple to calculate three raeasures of 

inventory accuracy8 (1) records accuracy --how often the inventory 

records and a physical count agree, (2) quantity accuracy--the 

quantity of units counted as a percent of the quantity shown on the 

record, and (3) dollar value accuracy --the dollar valugs counted as 

a percent of the dollar values shown on the records.14 No one 

m easure alone is adequate for evaluating inventory accuracy. 

Rather , they need to be considered together. Figure I.13 shows 

records, quantity, and dollar accuracy rates for the services and 
b 

DLA. 

140ur sam ple results are pro jectable to Tank-Autom otiv Com m and 
m anaged items at the Army’s New Cum berland Depot, item  stored at 
the Navy’s Norfolk Supply Center m ost of which were m a aged by the 
Ships Parts Control Center, and DLA m anaged items at DLAls 
M echanicsburg Depot. 
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Figure  1 .1 3 ~ . Ind ica tors  o f Inven tory  A C C U r a C y  
. 

A ctivity 

A rmy  Tank  a n d  A u to m o tive 

C o m m a n d  4 4  6 4  9 9  6 0  9 9  

Navy  Supp l y  C e n te r , 

No r  f o l  k 6 9  8 0  1 0 0  7 2  1 0 0  

Accuracy  A s  A  P e r c e n k a q e  O f 

Reco rded  

Records  Q u a n tity Do l la r  V a lue  

O veral l  F r o m  E  F r o m  T o  

. 

A ir Force  Log is tics C o m m a n d  6 8  3 7  9 3  7 6  9 3  

D e fense  Log is tics A g e n c y  6 3  8 5  9 9  8 2  9 8  

N o te : T h e  “records  overa l l” co l umn  d e m o n s trates th e  pe rcen ta g e  o f 
tim e s  th e  inven tory  records  s h o w e d  th e  n u m b e r  o f ite m s , o n  h a n d  th a t 

b  

were  ac tual ly  o n  h a n d . T h e  ranges  s h o w n  fo r  q u a n tity a n d  do l la r  
pe rcen tages  fo r  th e  A rmy  a n d  Navy  we re  d e te r m i n e d  by  g  oup ing  
by  do l la r  va lue,  f 

ite m s  
d e te rm in ing  the i r  ave rage  accuracy  by ,g roups , a n d  

ar ray ing  th e m  from  lowes t to  h ighes t accuracy.  fo r  D L A  we re  
c o m p u te d  a n d  a r rayed  by  c o m m o d i ty types, 
cons truct ion ite m s . R a n g e s  fo r  th e  A ir Force  w e r e  bas  
accuracy  percen tages  c o m p u te d  by  A ir Log is tics 
tt;Ivto w e d  q u a n tity accuracy  as  low as  3 7  

th e  A ir Force  s u b s e q u e n tly fo u n d  th a t th e  
skewed  iy o n e  ite m . E xc lud ing  th e  ite m  wou ld  
in  th e  a b o v e  char t to  7 4 . 
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We found that inventory record accuracy, that is, how +any 

individual item records agree with a physical count of’the asoats 

was between 44 percent and 69 percent. Overall, our r+cords 

accuracy rate was higher than what DOD’s inventories initially find 

because many of its inventories are unscheduled. 

The lower end of our sample range for dollar value acc@racy is 

below the services w and DLA’s reported monetary accurac$y rates 

because of the reporting issues and service practices previously 

discussed, which make the reported rates inaccurate. Qnly the Air 

Force currently calculates a quan t 1 ty-accuracy rate ; there fore, 

there are no other DOD comparisons to our sample results. 

Because our samples were stratified by value of items, or by types 

of commodities for DLA, we identified areas of specific concern 

that would not be visible in DOD’s inventory accuracy reporting. 

We were surprised by some of our sample results--especially on the 

lower accuracy rates for controlled items at DLA and for high- 

dollar value items at the Tank Automotive Command. 

In our sample inventory of DLA items, record accuracy tates for 

controlled items stored in vault and caged areas were about the 

same as the 630percent records accuracy rate for all items in our 

DLA sample. while records were inaccurate for vault-stored items, 

the monetary and quantity accuracies --of ‘98.8 percent and 98.6 

percent, respectively--were near the loo-percent accuracy one would 
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expect for this type of controlled storagcb. The cagedrit8ms, 

however, had.much lower accuracy levels-90.9 percent for dollar 

value and only 69.5 percent for quantity accuracy. He#ical items 

accounted for 11 of the 14 losses that occurred in vault storage 

and 18 of 25 losses in caged storage. 

Record accuracy variances for our Army-sampled items were fairly 

well distributed among the various price ranges. However, when we 

analyzed gross adjustments and inventory values by unit price and 

looked at their relationship, we found that inventory accuracy was 

lower for high-dollar value items--over $50,000 unit prica. 

Subsequeitly, the Army has inv8stigated this situation and told us 

that part of the problem was that some items were incorrectly shown 

as being at the Army depot where we did our analysis when, in fact, 

they had been sent to contractors for repair. 

Since no one indicator is the bsst measure of inventory management 

effectiveness, several indicators should be eValUat8d to get a good 

picture of inventory accuracy. In fact, measuring inventory 

effectiveness in terms of the relationship of variances to 

inventory values identifies only the dollar magnitude of inventory 

management problems. Management must then take effective action to 

research the cause of the variance and correct the problems that 

gave rise to the variances in the first pl-ace. 
,- 
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CAUSATIVE RESEARCH DOES NOT 

EFFECTIVELY IDEeOTTFY AND HELP TO 

CORRECT RECURRLNG CAUSES OF 

INVENTORY ERROR 

Causative research within the services and DLA is not effective 

because it (1) sometimes is done just to make inventory accuracy 

reports look better , and (2) generally does not identify the causes 

of inventory variances. Some DOD OffiCial8 are now questioning 

whether such rssearch should be done at all, especially in light of 

continuous reports by us and others that much of the rdsearch that 

is performed is ineffective. 

While eliminating causative research may be an outcome of such 

questioning, there is currently no substitute for it as a tool to 

improving inventory management. What is needed is for DOD to 

direct its research efforts at identifying the causes Qf inventory 

problems. Currently, some of the research done is directed at 

eliminating a physical inventory variance that would have to be 

reported, rather than at determining the cause of the inventory 

discrepancy in the first place. We identified numerous instances 

of this during our field work. 

For example, during fiscal year 1986, the Army’s New Cumberlknd 

Depot reported that it resolved inventory variances for 82 of the 
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114 cawativa research requests that the Tank Autofnottve Command 

asked it to.do. However, the depot conaiders resolvs~ to mean that 

it was able to reconcile the inventory variance, not 40 identify 

the cause for the variance. Actually, the depot idenqfffed causes 

for only 16 of the 114, or about 14 percent of the intientory 

variances examined. The causes for the remaining 98 variances were 

not determined. 

An example of what the depot considers a aresolved* vuriance 

illustrates the ineffectiveness of its causative research. On 

January 29, 1986, the depot reported that research showed that the 

lous of two TOW missile vehicle support assemblies (vqlued at 

$15,730) wa@ due to an erroneous gain of four assemblies on 

April 15, 1985. However, in previously explaining the April 15, 

1985, transaction, the depot said that the gain was partially due 

to an erroneous loss of three assemblies on August 18, 1984. In 

both cases, the research process was terminated without further 

investigation to determine the reasons for the gain or loss. ’ The 

inventory turbulence for this item will likely continue unless the 

cause can be determined. 

At the Norfolk Naval Supply Center, we found that research often 

merely resulted in an adjustment or reversal. It is interesting to 

compare the Supply Center ‘8 reported inventory accurady rate with 

the growing trend of reversals since 1981 when the Congress 

severely criticized the Supply Center for its accuracy problems. 
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A8 shown in figtar 1.14, in 1983 tb supply cmu?'~r8gartad a g?eu 

. 9.7 porcont. In t986, the Supply Cantac +qxwtad ttrjgarorr . 
invontoty adjurtmn t rate at 3,2 percent-just ever t’p  ~mry*r 3 .0 
prc8nt goal. mwalmr, a t tlm  wma time tc)v8~~18# tqat improve 

the reportad fmmntoty accuracy rat88, have fnctmsad ftoa 9 .7 to 

62.5 prcont. Although not concltmfv8, this pattern uuggests that 

l primary purpou of crawative maearch and rsvatilalu is to make 

inventory accuracy look bottar . 



Paralleling good ,cauaative reoearch should be the abilgty to 

identify and .analyzo trends. For ewamph, overall invintory 

accuracy dbta DLA reported to DOD showed a $23.5 milli& net gain 

during fircal year 1986. However, our analysis showed ~that this 

net gain included DLA items stored at other service fadilities. 

When we analyzed only the DLA-managed items stored at its own 

depots, we found that it was experiencing a net loss. For two 

types of items highly susceptible to theft or diversion--medical 

and clothing and textile items- DLA had a trend of losaes totalling 

$30 million during fiscal years 1985 and 1986. At DLA, because it 

is in the business of managing low-value, conblumable items, we are 

concerned because 87 percent of its inventory variance4 are $800 or 

under and, therefore, usually not researched. 

In the area of causative research we recommended that DOD (1) 

reemphasize the need for effective causative research Chat 

identifies inventory variances and analyzes them to identify 

systemic problems, and (2) research, on a sample basis, variances 

under the monetary criteria for causative research. DC)D officials 

generally concurred, but we have not received a formal ‘response to 

our recommendations. 
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JMPORTANCR OF GOOD 

PHYSICAL SECURITY 

Good physical rrecurity is a prerequisite of good inventiry 

management. When accountability over inventorleo is a problem, 

good physical security is necessary to prevent theft an@ diversion 

occurring without detection. For example, in 1986 the :Air Force 

Inspector General reported on Air Force supply system vulnerability 

and concluded that Air Force physical security practicys at both 

wholesale and retail maintenance and supply activities iprovided 

numerous opportunities for theft.15 The Inspector General also 

found that weaknesses in inventory procedures and adjudtmant 

practices could have resulted in inaccurate records at ‘wholesale 

and retail activities and, therefore, could have resulted in theft 

or diversion of property. We testified last year that we made 

undetected entries into Army and Air Force supply warehouses in 

Europe and could easily have removed items, including spare parts 

for F-15 and F-16 aircraft. 

While the thrust of our recent reports was generally di’rected at 

inventory accuracy rather than security, we did review security at 

some locations and found problems. For example : 

15Special Inspection of Supply System Vulnerability. Gffice of Air 
Force fnspector General (Feb. 26 1986) Details or tHis report 
are not releasable without permission 0; the Secretary ‘of the Air 
Force. 
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-- In the Army, we found numerous instance8 where physical 7 
security was inadequate, The physical dofitiiincies we 

noted applied not only to repair parts but alio to 

sensitive ammunition, exploeivr8 , and 6i86il66 that could 

be target6 for theft by terrorists. The rang: of security 

deficiencies included inadequate and improper istorage 

facilitie6, inoperative detection devices, po4rly equipped 

and poorly trained guard6, and poor accountability for and 

control over sensitive items. 

-- In the Navy, we reviewed security, starting at base 

perimeters and working toward6 storage and maintenance 

facilities. We found problems in several areas: 

(1) protection of restricted areas, (2) control of 

commercial vehicles, (3) provision for waterfront security, 

(4) compliance with fencing requirements, and (5) control 

over private boats and airplane8 on Navy bases. 

-- At DLA, we observed inadequate storage and protection over 

pilferable items and noted that other security concerns 

were identified in security reviews but did not result in 

adequate management at ten tion. 

The services and DLA began taking corrective actions in response to r’ 
our bringing these matters to their attention before we issued our 

reports. 
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MANAGING INVENTORIES IN AN eRA 
8 

. I 
OF CONSTRAINED DEFENSE BUDGETS 

i 

Our reports on inventory management problems and our cwrrent work 

on the reasons for the large inventory growth over tMi la6t several 

years# can provide a foundation for DOD to explore how! to better 

manage its huge inventory investment in the upcoming era of 

constrained Defense budgets. 

DOD and the Congress are discussing what trade offs wiil be made in 

weapon systems, force structure and manpower to achieve an 
affordable Defense budget. We believe that the inventory 

management concerns we are discussing today--large growth, much of 

it unneeded, and an inability to effectively account for 

inventorieo- should also be addreesed in a discussion on 

affordability. Given the size of the overall inventory ($162 

billion) even minor improvements in buying less inventory or 

managing it better can yield large savings. 

We believe that DOD needs to take a hard look at whethgr it can 

better manage the investment it ha6 in inventories without 

degrading the readiness of our military forces, which the 

inventories are there to support. 
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Some of the question6 that rrhould be addressed include- 

-- Why has unneeded inventory grown substantially and what can 

be done to minimize it in the future? In general, what cpn 

be done to improve the validity of inventory requirements? 

we Can the time between initiating purchase6 and ,the receipt 

of items be reduced? 

-- What can be done to minimize the inventory growth that DLA 

is experiencing based on (1) the large percentage of 

customer returns, and (2) the life-of:type buys? 

-- How can inventory accuracy and other management information 

be used to monitor inventory performance? 

Mr. Chairman, that conclude8 my prepared Statement. We will be 

happy to respond to questions. 
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